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White Light Publishing House, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 178 x 111 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Are you ready to be empowered
by astrology, the planets, the stars and the Universe? Do you know what makes your sign really tick,
and how you can make the most of this often untapped and unrealised power within you? If you
would like to know more about how you can bring more empowerment, love, luck, money,
inspiration, joy and abundance into your life, the wisdom of your Sun sign holds all the clues! You
are now the holder of the key that can unlock your very own treasure chest of unlimited magical
tools! Packed with information about all things magical for your Sun sign, the Power Astrology
series offers you practical, spiritual and everything-in-between hints that can help you to powerfully
transform your spirit, tap into lucky astral energies and awaken your authentic self to new
possibilities through your very own star sign! From power crystals to solar totem animals, and
special colours to magical days, from inspiring quotes to lunar spell-casting, and auspicious places
to fortunate charms, from optimal career ideas to favourable...
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It in just one of the most popular ebook. It normally will not cost too much. I am very easily could get a pleasure of looking at a composed publication.
-- Rosetta  Thom pson-- Rosetta  Thom pson

It is simple in study easier to fully grasp. It is definitely basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know
that this is actually the finest publication i have got read inside my own life and could be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Destiny Wa lsh-- Destiny Wa lsh
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